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Note that although an application normally uses a couple of monitoring add-ons, we have 

chosen to include screenshots from a bigger variety of tools in this example App Assessment. 

This is to demonstrate that this assessment does not need to be completed using specific 

add-ons. What is important is that you have:  

● a logging add-on 

● a tool capable of transaction tracing  

● a tool that supports Postgres metrics if you use a database 

 

 



Overview 

example-app is an e-commerce application using Rails 5 and the Puma web server. 

Observations were taken over the course of 7 days between Feb 3rd - 10th to assess 

performance, resource usage and identify areas for improvement. 

Configuration 
Resources for 
`example-app` 

Version/Plan  Relevant Config/Info 

Stack  heroku-18  N/A 

Region  U.S. Common Runtime  N/A 

Web Dynos  Performance-M  1-4 dynos (autoscaling enabled - p95 = 
800ms threshold) 

Worker Dynos  Standard-1X  1 dyno (no autoscaling), uses 
delayed_job 

Web Server  Puma 4.3  RAILS_MAX_THREADS = 5,  
WEB_CURRENCY = 2 

Framework  Rails 5.2.3   

Database  Postgres 11.6: Standard-0  Attached as DATABASE_URL, 
HEROKU_POSTGRESQL_SILVER_URL. 
pool (from database.yml): 5 

Add-ons  A variety of monitoring 
add-ons were used for the 
screenshots in this example 

N/A 

Buildpacks  heroku/metrics, 
heroku/ruby, heroku/nodejs 

 

 

 

 



Observations 

Production Check 

The Production Check under the More dropdown in the top right of the Dashboard tests your 

application configuration against a set of optional but highly recommended criteria. It makes it 

easy to ensure that your application configuration lends itself to maximum uptime. Additionally, it 

ensures you have the tools available for understanding and monitoring the factors that contribute 

to uptime. 

 

Dyno Redundancy 

The Production Check was performed while 3 web dynos were running. Had it been performed 

while only 1 dyno was running, this check would have produced a warning. Since your app is 

configured for autoscaling between 1-4 dynos, there are times where only 1 dyno is used. For a 

production application, you should always have more than 1 dyno to ensure your application has 

redundancy.  

With multiple running dynos, your application will be more redundant against failure. If some 

dynos are lost, the application can continue to process requests while the missing dynos are 

replaced. Running at least 2 dynos also allows you to take advantage of our Preboot feature, 

which is currently disabled for your app. 

https://devcenter.heroku.com/articles/dynos#redundancy
https://devcenter.heroku.com/articles/preboot


Heroku Postgres and High Availability 

While your current plan, Standard-0, is considered a production-tier database, Heroku Postgres 

databases on premium plans have additional benefits for application uptime, including High 

Availability with automatic failover. 

Custom Maintenance Pages 

The pages displayed to your users when the application encounters a system error or is placed in 

the maintenance state can be customized.  Customizing these pages allows you to present a 

more consistent UI to your users. 

Web Dyno Configuration and Performance 

Errors 

 

Your app experienced some infrequent errors during the observation timeframe: 

H12 Request Timeout - These errors happen when requests take longer than 30 seconds to 

complete. When a Puma thread is tied up with a long-running request, all subsequent requests 

directed at it by the Heroku Router are queued. This can escalate very quickly and tie up the 

dyno. The rack-timeout gem not only kills a slow request, which frees up the dyno, but it can 

also give you an error in your logs that you can use to diagnose the root cause of the slow 

processing, rather than just hitting the generic H12 error. Since we only have the generic error to 

work with for now, we will be looking closer at the most likely culprit in the Transaction Analysis 

section. 

R14 Memory Quota Exceeded - This means that your application is using swap memory. Swap 

uses the disk to store memory instead of RAM. Disk speed is significantly slower than RAM, so 

page access time is greatly increased. An application that is swapping will be much slower than 

one that is not. These errors occur relatively infrequently in your app and we look at the cause in 

the Memory Issue discussion. 

Dyno Restarts 

Our dyno manager restarts dynos every 24 hours plus up to 216 random minutes. Manual restarts 

and releases (deploys or changing config vars) will reset this 24 hour period. From looking at your 

https://devcenter.heroku.com/articles/heroku-postgres-ha
https://devcenter.heroku.com/articles/heroku-postgres-ha
https://devcenter.heroku.com/articles/error-pages#create-and-store-the-custom-pages
https://devcenter.heroku.com/articles/error-codes#h12-request-timeout
https://devcenter.heroku.com/articles/deploying-rails-applications-with-the-puma-web-server#timeout
https://devcenter.heroku.com/articles/error-codes#r14-memory-quota-exceeded
https://devcenter.heroku.com/articles/dynos#restarting


events graph above, It appears that there were some manual restarts and deploys during the 

middle of the day on some days. This meant that even on days where there was no deploy or 

manual restart, the dynos were still restarted in the middle of the day by the dyno manager due 

to the 24 hour period. To avoid restarting dynos during busy times, you could use a scheduled 

job to restart dynos during the middle of each night to ensure that the 24 hour period does not 

reset during inopportune times. 

Concurrency: Throughput, Dyno Load and Memory 

During the observation period, the application used 1-4 Performance-M web dynos, with 

autoscaling enabled. Each dyno runs 2 Puma processes with 5 threads. The max throughput 

experienced was 2.83k rpm. 

Although many factors may affect dyno memory usage and load, it is often helpful to look at both 

in conjunction when considering web concurrency. Appropriately tuning the application’s 

concurrency is a non-trivial task that requires continual iteration. Furthermore, an appropriate 

application server concurrency setting will significantly impact the application’s performance. As 

such, it’s critical to take stock of the application’s concurrency and to understand whether the 

app strikes the right balance between performance and the dyno’s resource consumption. 

 

Screenshot taken from the New Relic add-on attached to example-app 

Your application experiences negligible request queuing times when throughput is below 2k rpm, 

but queue time increases above 2k rpm. This results in slower performance during peak traffic 

times. During these peak times, your app is already running 4 dynos since that is the upper limit 

set for your autoscaling, but that is not enough to keep up with traffic.  

While you could try to mitigate this by adding more dynos during peak traffic times, i.e. increase 

your max dyno limit for autoscaling, your resource consumption suggests that you may be able to 

tweak your concurrency instead. 

Concurrency is tuned by adjusting the number of Puma processes (WEB_CURRENCY) and the 

number of threads run per Puma process (RAILS_MAX_THREADS). In general, more processes 

mean more memory is used while more threads cause an increase in CPU load. While the app 

https://devcenter.heroku.com/articles/newrelic


currently uses our recommended default Puma config for Performance-M dynos, those are just 

recommendations and your metrics suggest that you may see better performance by decreasing 

your RAILS_MAX_THREADS while increasing your WEB_CONCURRENCY. 

 

You should aim for a max dyno load of around 3 since you are using Performance-M dynos. Your 

max dyno load was 7.24 during the observation period. 

 

Screenshot taken from the Hosted Graphite add-on attached to example-app. 

Even the load average is often above 3. Since the number of threads impacts CPU load, you may 

want to try decreasing RAILS_MAX_THREADS.  

Alternatively, you may consider switching to Performance-L dynos which would allow you to have 

both more processes and threads. You would likely need to run less Performance-L than 

Performance-M dynos, however, during low traffic times you may find that running even 1 

Performance-L dyno may seem like you are overprovisioned.  

Please test any changes you make in a staging environment before applying them to production. 

In addition, you should hold off on making any concurrency changes until you have addressed 

the main memory issue which is described in the Memory Issue section. 

 

https://devcenter.heroku.com/articles/deploying-rails-applications-with-the-puma-web-server#recommended-default-puma-process-and-thread-configuration
https://kb.heroku.com/88G3XLA6/what-is-an-acceptable-amount-of-dyno-load
https://devcenter.heroku.com/articles/hostedgraphite
https://devcenter.heroku.com/articles/deploying-rails-applications-with-the-puma-web-server#recommended-default-puma-process-and-thread-configuration


In general, your dyno memory is underused. Throughout most of the observation timeframe, your 

average and max memory usage are both similar values, hovering around 25%. This is well below 

our suggested max memory usage threshold of 85%. This indicates that you may be able to 

increase the number of Puma workers run per dyno by increasing WEB_CURRENCY beyond 2 to 

make better overall use of your memory.  

However, there are a few short, intermittent periods where your max memory usage spikes 

dramatically, causing R14 errors. This memory issue should be addressed before you make any 

concurrency changes. We look at the details of the memory issue below. 

Memory Issue - Admin Addresses Index Page 

Spree:Admin::AddressesController#index is by far the most troubling transaction in terms 

of memory (as well as response time). Considering that Performance-M dynos have 2.5 GB of 

memory, using 2042 MB for Spree:Admin::AddressesController#index means almost 82% 

of your dyno memory is consumed by just that one transaction:  

 

 

These screenshots were taken from the Scout APM add-on attached to example-app. 

This /admin/addresses endpoint can generate millions of memory allocations. While we do not 

review application code, the million+ SQL rows returned for the single query in the sample trace 

shown in the previous screenshot, plus the many allocations caused by rendering suggests that 

https://devcenter.heroku.com/articles/ruby-memory-use
https://devcenter.heroku.com/articles/dyno-types
https://devcenter.heroku.com/articles/dyno-types
https://devcenter.heroku.com/articles/scout


this page may just be a list of address results. 

 

Screenshot taken from the AppSignal add-on attached to example-app. 

Based on its name and low throughput for this transaction, this appears to be an endpoint 

accessible only by the admins of your e-commerce store. If this is the case, you may consider 

getting rid of that page altogether, and instead provide your store admins with a Heroku Dataclip 

to retrieve address lists instead. 

If you intend on keeping the page, your team will need to investigate that part of your code to 

see if it can be improved. This big index view has many ActiveRecord instantiations. The 

difference between loading 30 vs. 3000 Active Record objects from the database in terms of 

memory usage is huge, so consider that as you are reviewing your code and add pagination if 

possible. The query used by this transaction can also be improved, as we will discuss in the 

Response Times and Slow Transactions Analysis section. 

You should also consider adding these config vars: 

  
MALLOC_ARENA_MAX=2 
RUBY_GC_HEAP_GROWTH_FACTOR=1.10 
RUBY_GC_MALLOC_LIMIT_GROWTH_FACTOR=1.10 
 
The first setting is especially recommended. It is a config var that we now set by default for new 

Ruby apps since in the past we have discovered that this decreases memory usage for the 

majority of Ruby applications that are using threads. The other two settings are related to 

garbage collection which may also help with your memory use. 

Response Times and Slow Transactions Analysis 

A best practice is to ensure that response times are below 500ms when possible. In general, 

your response times are good with an average response time below 150 ms..  

https://devcenter.heroku.com/articles/appsignal
https://devcenter.heroku.com/articles/dataclips
https://devcenter.heroku.com/changelog-items/1683
https://devcenter.heroku.com/changelog-items/1683
https://devcenter.heroku.com/articles/ruby-memory-use#gc-tuning
https://devcenter.heroku.com/articles/request-timeout


Screenshot taken from the AppOptics add-on attached to example-app. 

However, your p95 and p99 response times show some dramatic spikes. Outside of the two 

large spikes, your max p95 was 1245 ms and your max p99 was 4590 ms:  

 

https://devcenter.heroku.com/articles/appoptics


 

The above screenshots were taken from the Librato add-on attached to example-app. 

As we shall see in the next section, the hills and spikes in your graph appear to line up with traffic 

to your admin addresses endpoint. 

Admin Addresses Index Endpoint 

 

This  addresses endpoint is by far the slowest transaction. Although it receives little throughput, 

considering it is also a cause of memory issues, it is worth a closer examination. 

https://devcenter.heroku.com/articles/librato


 

Most of the time is spent in the addresses/index.html.erb Template. Since this index page 

is likely rendering a list of addresses, the more addresses that are returned, the longer it takes 

the page to load.  

 

The above screenshots were taken from the New Relic add-on attached to example-app. 

The query used for this page is filtered by created_at. We took a look through the logs to find 

the date params passed during those two large spikes and compared those to params passed 

during other times the call was executed. The date range of the params was the largest during 

those spikes. The addresses endpoint does load, albeit slowly for some date ranges, but the 

larger the date range, the more likely you are to experience an H12 timeout as it takes longer to 

render. Note that although most of the time is spent in rendering, the query itself could also be 

improved if you added an index to the created_at column so that it can perform a parallel index 

scan vs. a parallel sequential scan. Please keep these observations in mind as you review the 

code for this page. 

Taxons Show Endpoint 

A look through your transactions list revealed another transaction that could be improved. 

spree::taxonscontroller.show has a throughput of 1.97 rps and its average response time of 

381.88 ms is more than triple your overall average response time.  

https://devcenter.heroku.com/articles/newrelic


 

Of the many queries used by this page, there is one that takes up the majority of time as shown 

from one of the traces below. The query could be improved by adding a multicolumn index for 

updated_at and id. This query is also listed as your most troublesome query in your 

pg:outliers output based on execution time and number of times called. 

 

The above screenshots were taken from the AppOptics add-on attached to example-app. 

N+1 queries 

N+1 queries occur when you need to load the children of a parent-child relationship. The 

following N+1 queries were found for your app: 

 

Here is a trace from a Spree::Admin::ProductsController#index transaction which shows 

10 image find calls + 1 product find call: 

 

The above screenshots were taken from the Scout APM add-on attached to example-app. 

https://devcenter.heroku.com/articles/postgresql-indexes#multi-column-indexes
https://devcenter.heroku.com/articles/appoptics
https://devcenter.heroku.com/articles/scout


All the N+1 queries shown in the previous screenshot showed the same issue of multiple 

Spree::Image#find calls. You should see if it is possible to avoid these N+1 queries by using 

eager_load or other strategies outlined in this Scout APM blog post.  

Aside from the query from the taxons show controller previously discussed, the other individual 

queries used for these pages are already optimized, so the best way to improve the response 

times is to address their N+1 query issues. 

Worker Dynos Config and Performance 

Your one standard-1x dyno is more than sufficient for your needs, with memory and load 

generally within our recommendations (<85% memory usage and max load between 0.5-1). 

 

Seeing the pattern of throughput, you may not need to run your worker dyno all the time. Aside 

from one small spike midday on Feb 5th, this worker only receives requests around midnight 

each night: 

 

Screenshot taken from the New Relic add-on attached to example-app. 

Although we do not have a native autoscaling feature for worker dynos, you may want to 

investigate using Heroku Scheduler and the heroku ps:scale command to scale your worker 

dyno up and down from 0 each night rather than constantly running your worker dyno. You may 

https://scoutapm.com/blog/activerecord-includes-vs-joins-vs-preload-vs-eager_load-when-and-where
https://devcenter.heroku.com/articles/newrelic
https://devcenter.heroku.com/articles/scheduler
https://devcenter.heroku.com/articles/heroku-cli-commands#heroku-dyno-scale


alternatively consider using an autoscaling add-on such as Adept Scale or HireFire which are 

capable of autoscaling worker dynos. 

Postgres 

Your standard-0 database is using Postgres 11.6. Postgres 12 is available for Heroku Postgres 

and we suggest that you upgrade as soon as possible for improved performance and security.  

Running pg:diagnose revealed no red flags, however there are several indexes that you should 

consider removing:  

 

These indexes are sizable compared to their actual table sizes. Since you do not have a follower, 

you should be safe to drop those Never Used Indexes. The low frequency of reads vs. writes 

on the Low Scans, High Writes indicate that the cost slower writes due to the index may not 

be worth the performance gains for reads using the index. You can read more about the index 

check for pg:diagnose here. 

Although there is no warning for your cache hit rates, and your table cache hit rate is still above 

our recommended 99%, we did notice that the table cache hit rate is slowly decreasing with each 

day so it may be something to keep an eye on:  

 

https://devcenter.heroku.com/articles/adept-scale
https://www.hirefire.io/
https://devcenter.heroku.com/articles/upgrading-heroku-postgres-databases#upgrading-with-pg-upgrade
https://devcenter.heroku.com/articles/heroku-postgresql#check-indexes


Even if hit rates are lower, performance can still remain constant, as the remainder of the data is 

cached in memory by the OS rather than Postgres. As such, the read-iops metric is a better 

indicator of whether or not the amount of RAM provided by your current Postgres plan is 

sufficient to cache all of your regularly accessed data. You can see that your current IOPs is well 

under your plan limit of 200. For now, you do not need to change your database plan. If your 

table cache hit rate does dip below 99%, and your IOPs begins to climb, it may then be time to 

upgrade your plan. 

 

The above screenshots were taken from the AppSignal add-on attached to example-app. 

Your Postgres load is also acceptable (below 1). However, we noticed that your background 

worker uses delayed_job. Delayed Job is known to add to database load. In the worker dyno 

section, we saw that there are few requests and they happen around midnight, so currently the 

use of delayed_job is not negatively affecting your database much. However, if the use of 

delayed_job increases, you may start seeing more performance degradation. Please keep this 

in mind and consider using a Redis-based background worker such as Sidekiq instead of 

delayed_job before adding more background jobs or increasing the frequency of your jobs. 

 

Screenshot taken from the Librato add-on attached to example-app. 

https://devcenter.heroku.com/articles/heroku-postgres-production-tier-technical-characterization#performance-characteristics
https://devcenter.heroku.com/articles/appsignal
https://devcenter.heroku.com/articles/delayed-job
https://devcenter.heroku.com/articles/background-jobs-queueing
https://github.com/mperham/sidekiq
https://devcenter.heroku.com/articles/librato


Summary of Recommendations* 

1. Update autoscaling settings to run a minimum of 2 dynos so there is always dyno 

redundancy 

2. Discuss the benefits of upgrading from a standard tier database to a premium tier 

database with stakeholders. Also consider upgrading from Postgres 11 to 12. 

3. Add a custom maintenance page 

4. Add the rack-timeout gem 

5. Investigate the possibility of using a Heroku Dataclip  and removing the admin addresses 

index page.  

6. Add some settings to improve memory usage 

7. Add indexes to improve your slow queries. 
8. Rewrite code to remove your N+1 queries 

9. Remove your Never Used Indexes and Low Scans, High Writes indexes 

10. Replace delayed_job with Sidekiq. 

* Preliminary recommendations based on the current state of the application. Maintaining an 

optimized application is an ongoing activity. 

 

 

https://devcenter.heroku.com/articles/h12-request-timeout-in-ruby-mri#rack-timeout
https://devcenter.heroku.com/articles/dataclips
https://devcenter.heroku.com/articles/delayed-job
https://github.com/mperham/sidekiq

